PRESS RELEASE
MTI CONTINUES WITH PLANS TO RELEASE
ANNA NICOLE SMITH’S LAST FEATURE FILM

Sci-fi Comedy will be Released on DVD this May
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
MIAMI, FL, February 13, 2007 – MTI Home Video, one of the largest independent home entertainment studios in the U.S., will continue
with its planned release of Anna Nicole Smith’s last feature film, the sci-fi comedy ILLEGAL ALIENS, directed by David Giancola from
Edgewood Studios. The feature will be available on DVD this May.
“At first look, ILLEGAL ALIENS appears to be just another low budget sci-fi comedy poking fun at Hollywood’s big budget flicks,” said the
film’s executive producer and actor, John James (All My Children, Dynasty). “Now with the passing of it’s star you’ll find it to be replete
with metaphors of her life. Anna invested in the production for her and her son, and was involved in creative aspects, adding numerous
elements and rewrites for her character. This movie may just be the Abbey Road of films for Anna Nicole Smith fans.”
SYNOPSIS:
You thought they were from another planet... you were right! "Charlie's Angels" goes sci-fi, with a touch of "Men in Black" thrown in for
good measure, when three aliens morph into super-hot babes and arrive to protect the earth from the intergalactic forces of evil. Guided
by Syntax, their holographic mentor, these ILLEGAL ALIENS are willing to use every trick in the book and every sexy outfit in their
wardrobe to accomplish their mission! This film is filled with high-energy action, lowbrow spoofs, and the high-camp acting reminiscent
of the classic b-movie genre… how else could this film get away with Anna Nicole Smith saving the world? ILLEGAL ALIENS pokes fun
at today's Hollywood and pays tribute to the so-called "bad movies" we all love to hate!
The film stars Anna Nicole Smith (The Anna Nicole Show, Be Cool, Naked Gun 33 1/3: The Final Insult) as Lucy, Joanie Laurer (The
Surreal Life, former WWE wrestler “Chyna”) as Rex, Lenise Sorén (Eve, Nightmare), and Gladys Jimenez (TV’s Tremors, The Bold and
the Beautiful, The Young and the Restless) as Drew. Also starring are Patrick Burleigh (American Heiress, Days of Our Lives), Dennis
Lemoine (Zombie Town, The Wayfarers), Mark 'Woody' Keppel (Icebreaker, Radical Jack), Michael J. Valentine (Pressure Point,
Diamond Run), introducing Kevin McGuire and Kevin McGuire. The film was produced by Anna Nicole Smith, Kevin Rapf, Zorinah Juan
(Zombie Town), Mary Beth French (Arachnia, Zombie Town), and associate produced by Daniel Smith (The Anna Nicole Show).
ILLEGAL ALIENS was written by Ben Coello, and directed by David Giancola (Moving Targets, Lightening: Fire from the Sky), with
Giancola also executive producing.
The DVD is shown in full frame format, with filmmaker commentary, the making of "Illegal Aliens," deleted scenes, bloopers, interactive
menus, scene selection, optional Spanish subtitles, and trailers.
DETAILS:
YEAR:
RATED:
GENRE:

2006
pending
sci-fi comedy

STREET:
RUNNING TIME:
PREMIERES:

May 2007
93 minutes
DVD Premiere

Now in their 23rd year, MTI Home Video is a full service independent motion picture studio that produces and distributes feature films to
the domestic marketplace. Based in Miami, Florida, the independent releases in excess of forty films each year in conjunction with their
six Studio Partners. For more information, please visit www.mtivideo.com.
Trailer is available at: www.edgewoodstudios.com
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